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Arithmetic Coding for Finite-State Noiseless Channels

Serap A. Savari' Robert G. Gallager2

Abstract: We analyze the expected delay for infinite precision arithmetic codes and suggest a

practical implementation that closely approximates the idealized infinite precision model.

Index Terms: Arithmetic coding, expected delay analysis, finite precision arithmetic.

INTRODUCTION

Arithmetic coding is a powerful and conceptually simple data compression technique. The

general idea in arithmetic coding is to map a sequence of source symbols into a point on

the unit interval and then to represent this point as a sequence of code letters. P. Elias first

conceived of this idea for the case of equal cost code letters and his technique could be considered

a generalization of the Shannon-Fano code (see Shannon (1948)). Elias' encoding technique

is ideal in the sense that it encodes exactly at the entropy rate; it is described briefly in

Abramson (1963). Jelinek (1968) gave a more detailed exposition of Elias' code, explained how

to implement a version of it which maintains finite buffers of source symbols and code letters,

and demonstrated that arithmetic calculations must be accomplished with infinite accuracy in

order to encode and decode arbitrarily long strings of source symbols. Thus, Elias' code in this

ideal form is not a practical coding technique for very long strings of source symbols.

Rissanen (1976) found the first arithmetic code which does not suffer from the precision

problem. In contrast to Elias' code, Rissanen's code involved a mapping of growing strings

of source symbols into increasing non-negative integers; as a consequence, source symbols are

decoded in a last-in, first-out manner, which is undesirable from the viewpoint of decoding delay.

Pasco (1976) used similar ideas to create a practical arithmetic code for which source symbols

are decoded first-in, first-out; his code is more reminiscent of Elias' arithmetic code. Rissanen

and Langdon (1979) described other arithmetic codes and derived a duality result between

first-in, first-out codes and last-in, first-out codes. The modifications that were introduced in

these papers to account for the precision problem and make arithmetic coding a more practical
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encoding scheme are complex and elusive to explain in an easy way; we refer the reader to

Langdon (1984) for some perspective on these modifications. Jones (1984) and Witten et. al.

(1987) discovered other practical arithmetic codes which are similar to the codes of Elias and

Pasco.

Guazzo (1980) realized that arithmetic coding could be used to map source sequences into

more general code alphabets than those with N equal cost letters. He described a practical

arithmetic code which efficiently maps sequences of source symbols into sequences of letters

from a channel with memoryless letter costs; i.e., the cost of transmitting any code letter

depends only on that letter and different letters may have different transmission costs. Todd

et. al. (1983) specified a practical arithmetic code to efficiently encode source sequences into

sequences from a channel with finite-state letter costs; here, the cost of transmitting a code

letter depends on the letter, the string of previously transmitted letters, and the state of the

channel before transmission began.

In this paper, we provide an alternate approach to arithmetic coding by concentrating on the

issue of coding delay. We will generalize Elias' code first to memoryless cost channels and later

to finite-state channels and demonstrate that the expected value of coding delay is bounded for

both types of channels. We also suggest a practical implementation that focuses on delay and

is closely related to Elias' ideal arithmetic code. For the case of binary equal cost code letters,

the expected delay analysis and an alternate implementation appeared earlier in course notes

prepared by the second author.

MEMORYLESS COST CHANNELS

Assume a source emitting independent identically distributed symbols from a finite set {0, 1,..., K - 1}.

The letter probabilities po, Pl,...,PK-1 are strictly positive. We initially assume a noiseless

channel with memoryless letter costs; i.e., our channel is a device that accepts input from a

specified set of letters, say {0, 1,..., N - 1} with (positive) letter costs co, cl,..., CN_1, respec-

tively. The simplest and most common case is that of binary equal cost channel letters. The

added generality here will permit an easy generalization to finite-state channels; these channels

include the set of constrained channels such as those in magnetic disk storage devices. We shall

also see later that we can easily dispense with the assumption that the source is memoryless.
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Shannon (1948) demonstrated that for memoryless cost channels, the infimum, over all

source coding techniques, of the expected cost per source symbol is equal to I, where H-

- i=ol pi log 2 Pi is the entropy of the source and C, the capacity of the channel, is the real

root of the equation YNol 2 -Cci = 1. However, he did not specify a technique to construct

such codes.

We denote the random sequence produced by the source as y = Yl, Y2, Y3,.. .} and let

y(m) = ({Y, Y2, * ,Ym} for m > 0. Since the source is memoryless, p[y(m)] = rlmIl P[yj] where

P[yj = k] = Pk, O < k < K -1.

The idea in arithmetic coding is to map y(m) into a subinterval of the unit interval in

such a way that as m increases, the corresponding subinterval shrinks to a point x(y). The

resulting subintervals are then represented by channel strings z(n) = {Zl, z2 ,...7, Zn} that grow

into the output channel sequence z = {z1, z2 ,...}. First, we discuss the mapping of source

strings into subintervals of the unit interval. Let I(y(m)) denote the subinterval corresponding

to source string y(m); y(O) denotes the null source string. As in earlier work on arithmetic coding,

the mapping of source strings into (left half-closed) intervals has been selected to satisfy two

requirements. The first is that for all source strings y(m), the width of interval T(y(m)) is equal

to the a priori probability of y(m). The other property is that for any source string y(m), we

have that I(y(m), 0) ,..., Z(y(m), K - 1) are disjoint intervals whose union is T(y(m)). For the

null string, 1(0) is the unit interval.

One way to implement these requirements is as follows. We define

i-1

f(i) = fi(i) = pj (1)
j=o

f(y(m)) = f(y(m-1)) + fi(Ym) . p(y(m-1)), m > 1 (2)

and 1Z(y(m)) = [f(y(m)), f(y(m)) + p(y(m))) (3)

Figure 1 illustrates this procedure. We note that the mapping of source sequences to points

has the following monotonicity property: Given arbitrary distinct source sequences u and v,

x(u) > x(v) if and only if u is lexicographically larger than v.

Next consider the mapping of points on the unit interval into strings of channel letters.

We note that the mapping of source sequences to points defined by (1), (2) and (3) is, for all
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Figure 1:

practical purposes, invertible. We shall use a related technique to map strings of channel letters

into subintervals of the unit interval; we will see later how to combine the mapping of source

strings into intervals with the mapping of intervals into channel strings. Let z(n) denote the

initial string z(n) = {z 1, . . ., Zn} and J(z(n)) denote the subinterval corresponding to this string;

as before, z(°) represents the null channel string. Guazzo (1980) established a duality between

the mapping of source strings into intervals and the mapping of channel strings into intervals;

more specifically, he showed that it is optimal to associate a probability 2
-C ci with each channel

letter i and then to map channel strings into subintervals in exactly the same way that source

strings are mapped into subintervals. Therefore, if for any channel string z(n), C(Z(n)) and l(z("))

denote the cost of transmitting z(n) and the length of TJ(z(n)), respectively, then we require that

for all channel strings z(n), I(z(n)) = 2 -Cc'(z(")) and J(z("), 0), ... , J(z(n), N - 1) are disjoint

intervals whose union is J(z(n)). The convention for the null symbol is that J(0) = [0, 1).

To satisfy these requirements, we employ a mapping that is analogous to the mapping we

used for source strings. We define

i-1 i-1

g(i) = gl(i) = l(j)= E2-C c j (4)
j=o j=o

g(z(®)) - g(z ( n - 1)) + gl(zn) 'l(z(n - l )) = g(z(n - l)) + g1(zn) ' 2 -C 'c(z('- )), n > 1(5)

and J(z(n)) = [g(z(n)), g(z(n)) + I(z(n))) = [g(z(n)), g(z(n)) + 2 -C'c(Z(2))). (6)

Clearly, the mapping of channel sequences to points has the same lexicographic property as the

mapping of source sequences to points.

For the inverse mapping, if we are given any subinterval X of the unit interval, the channel

string associated with X is the longest string z(n) for which J(z(")) contains X.

We now have the tools to discuss the encoding of source sequence y. On observing y(m),
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the encoder knows that the limit point x(y) lies in the interval T(y(m)). Thus, if Z(y(m)) is

contained in J(z(n)) for some channel string (n), then the encoder can emit z(n) as the first n

letters of z. Hence, as the source emits successive letters y,, the intervals T(y(m)) shrink and

more channel letters can be emitted.

To demonstrate the efficiency of the above procedure, we would like to show that when

the source has emitted y(m), the encoder will have issued a channel string z(n) with cost of

transmission close to I(y(m)) = - log2(P[y(m)]), and that z(n) will be sufficient

for the decoder to decode all but the last few letters of y(m). We first consider the number of

letters m(n) that the source must emit in order for the encoder to issue the first n channel

letters. Since p(y(m(n))) is the length of T(y(m(n))), 2 -C' [cost of z(")] is the length of J(z(n)),

and T(y(m(n))) is contained in J(z(n)),

p(y(m(n))) < 2-Cost of ()] (7)

Taking the logarithm of both sides of (7) and dividing the resulting inequality by -C gives

cost of z(n) < 1 (y(m(n))). (8)
- C

Since this inequality can be arbitrarily loose, we want to show that for each n,

E I(Y( ())) - [cost of z(n)]) is bounded.

In order to accomplish this, let z(n) be fixed and let x be the final encoded point. The point

x, conditional on z(n), is a uniformly distributed random variable in the interval J(z(n)), but

we initially regard it as a fixed value. Define D(x) as the distance between x and the nearest

endpoint of J(z(n)) (see Figure 2). We note that the point x must be contained in 7(y(m)) for

all m. Also, since m(n), by definition, is the smallest m for which J(z(n)) contains I(y(m)), we

see that I(y(m(n)-l)) must contain one of the endpoints of J(z(n)) as well as x and thus must

have width of at least D(x). Hence, for the given z(n) and x, p(y(m(n)-l)) > D(x) and therefore

1(y ( m ( n ) -l ) ) - 1og 2 (D(x)). (9)

Now consider x as a random variable uniformly distributed over J(z(n)). D(x) is then uniformly
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Figure 2:

distributed between zero and half the length of J(z(n)). Using (9), we see that

E[I(y(m(n)-') I z(n))] < -E[log2(D(x)) I z(n)]. (10)

Since D(z) is uniformly distributed, we have that

E[log2 (D(x)) I z~ = JDo2 2. 2 cI[cose of z(n)](log 2 D) dD

-C . [cost of z(n) ] - log2 (2e). (11)

Hence,

cost of z(n) > -E[I(y(m(n)-l) I z(n))]- log2 (2e). (12)

If Pmin is the probability of the least likely source symbol, then for all y(m),

I(y(m)) Iy ( m-l ) ) + I(yI) < I(y (m - l ) ) + log 2 ( ). (13)
Pmin

Therefore, (12) and (13) imply that

cost of z(n) > CE[I(y(m(n)) l z("))]- log 2 (-) . (14)

We note that the above inequality is uniformly true for all z(n) and all n. (14) and (8) imply that

the encoder generates cost, on the average, with the ideal of H per source symbol; however,

there is a slight deficit in the cost of each code string that is produced since the encoder is

storing the most recent information about the source sequence in order to correctly emit the
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next few channel letters. This deficiency in cost becomes increasingly insignificant as we average

over longer and longer source strings.

We can use a very similar argument to bound the delay between the generation of channel

letters at the decoder and the generation of decoded source symbols. For an arbitrary source

string y(m), we let n(m) denote the number of code letters that must be received at the decoder

in order for the string y(m) to be decoded. Using a very similar derivation to that above and

letting cma, denote the maximum channel letter cost, it is straightforward to show that

1 ( 2e 1
E[cost of z (n (m)) I y(m)] < 1I(y(m)) + C l2 2- ) (15)

We now combine (14) and (15). Consider a given string y(m) out of the decoder, and suppose

that z(n(m)) is the required code string to decode y(m). Figure 3 demonstrates the relationship

between i(y(m)), J(z(n(m))) and I(y(m')) where y(m') is the extended source string required to

produce Z(n(m)). Conditional on both y(m) and z(n(m)), we see that x is uniformly distributed

- ((n(m(y(m)- 

Figure 3:

over J(z(n(m))), and thus y(m') satisfies (from (14))

cost of z(n(m)) > I E[I(y(m) z(n(m)))] - 1og 2 (-2) . (16)

Using (15) to take the expected value of this over z(n(m)), we see that for any given y(m),

the expected self-information of the extended source string y(m') required from the source to

produce the n(m) channel letters needed to decode y(m) satisfies

E[I(y(m ) y(m))] _ I(y(m)) < log 2 (P i 2-ccar). (17)
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The expectation here is over the source symbols Ym+l, Ym+2, ... for the given string y(m). It

is important to note that the bound does not depend on m or y(m). The upper bound in (17)

states that on average there is very little delay from the encoder to the decoder. To convert

this bound into a bound on the number of letters m' - m, let Pma,, be the maximum source

letter probability. Then log 2 (p-L) is the minimum possible self-information per source letter

and
4e2

log2( & )Elm' - m y(m)]< _2 . (18)

In Appendix I, we generalize the above analysis to obtain an upper bound on the moment

generating function for the delay distribution and subsequently show that there exists a constant

K for which

P(m' - m > k I y(m)) < K: k2 * Xpa. (19)

Implementation

In actual implementation, it is not possible to calculate the intervals used in encoding and

decoding exactly. We view the arithmetic as being performed using binary fixed point arithmetic

with M binary digits of accuracy. Assume that 2
-M << min{pmin, 2 -Ccm I}. There is some

flexibility in how numbers are rounded to M bits, but it is vital that the encoder and decoder

use exactly the same rule and the rounding be done at the appropriate time. In order to mitigate

the effects of round-off, we will use a two-part arithmetic coder which is outlined in Figure 4.

The outer arithmetic coder will map source sequences into binary sequences with memoryless,

Source Outer Binary .Inner Channel Inner Binary Outer Source

Sequence Encoder S equence Encoder Sequence Decoder Sequence Decoder Sequence

Figure 4:

unit digit costs. We let xb represent the point on the unit interval corresponding to the source

sequence y and b = {bl, b2,.. .} be the corresponding binary sequence. The capacity of this

binary channel is easily seen to be equal to one; therefore, our earlier results show that over

the long term, the average number of binary digits per source symbol (for infinite precision
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arithmetic coding) is H. Furthermore, since the mapping from source sequences to points on

the unit interval is done so that the random variable b is uniformly distributed on the real line,

each of the digits b1 , b2 ,... in the binary expansion of b is independent and equiprobably equal

to 0 or 1. The inner arithmetic coder will map the binary sequence b into a sequence of letters

from the original channel alphabet. Since b1, b2 ,... are independent and equiprobably equal to

0 or 1, the entropy of the incoming binary sequence is 1. As before, the capacity of the channel

is C. Hence, our earlier conclusions indicate that the second encoder generates cost, on the

average, with the ideal of ~ per binary digit. Combining these averages, we see that over a

large source string, this double encoding procedure generates cost, on the average, with the

ideal of H per source symbol. Therefore, in theory, we do not lose efficiency by splitting the

coder into these two parts. However, it seems likely that there will be an increase in expected

delay because coding is done in two steps. By using (17) twice, i.e., for the outer and inner

coders, we see that the new upper bound on the delay between encoding and decoding is

t l(4e2og2 (-- ) ± log 2 ( 4e2 log2 ( 64
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1 p2 min. 2 Ccmaa.

E[m - m I y(r)] l P l P / (20)
(11

We first discuss the behavior of the outer arithmetic coder. For the sake of simplicity, we

begin with an algorithm that is not entirely correct. The outer encoder receives one source

symbol at a time and calculates the corresponding interval with accuracy to M bits. Since

p(y(m)) is approaching 0 with increasing m, it is essential that the intervals be renormalized as

binary digits are emitted. Every time a source symbol is read in, the encoder issues the longest

binary string whose matching interval contains the current normalized source string interval. If

the length of this binary string is 1, the encoder renormalizes by expanding the fraction of the

unit interval which contains the source string interval by a factor of 21. This causes Pnorm(y(m))

to be multiplied by 21 and fnorm(y(m)) to be set to the fractional part of 21 times the original

value of fnorm(y(m)).

More precisely, the outer encoder keeps in its memory a normalized interval starting at

fnorm,,,(y()) and of width pnor(y(m)). We denote the right endpoint of this interval by enorm(y(m)).

Initially, fn,,om() = 0, Pnorm(O) = 1 and m = 1. In order to ensure that the intervals corre-

sponding to different m tuples y(m) are disjoint and have [0, 1) as their union, the interval end
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points are calculated directly and pnorm(y(m)) is taken as the difference between the end points.

The outer encoder employs the following algorithm.

1. Accept Ym into the encoder.

2. Calculate the new interval as follows:

fnor(y(m)) = fnorm(Y(m- )) + fi(Ym) Pnorm(Y( m-
1)) (21)

enorm(Y(m)) = fnom(Y(m - )) + fi(mrn + 1). pnorm(y(m- 1)) (22)

pnor,(y()) = enorm(y(m)) - fn m(Y(m)) (23)

Inorm(y(m)) = [fnorm (y()), fnor,(y(m)) + pnorm(y(m))) (24)

To use (22) when Ym = K - 1, we use the convention that fl(K) = 1. Equations (21)

and (22) will be replaced later by (25) to (28).

3. Find the longest binary string B(l) = {B 1 , ... , B1} for which

Inorm(y(m)) C [E-=1 Bi 2 - i , -i=1 Bi 2 - i + 2-1). Possibly, B() = 0, 1 = 0.

4. Emit the binary string B(') as output.

5. Renormalize by

fnorm(Y) ) = 2lfnorm(y(m)) - [2l fnor(y(m))

pnorm(y(m)) 21pnorn(y(m))

6. Increment m and goto step 1.

The purpose of step 5 is to eliminate the more significant binary digits that are no longer

needed in the encoding and decoding and to add less significant digits that increase the precision

as the intervals shrink. Note that renormalization is achieved with no additional round-off

errors.

In order to see why this encoding algorithm does not operate correctly, we consider the

example of a ternary equiprobable source. First we examine the behavior of the encoder when

the input consists of a long string of repetitions of the symbol 1. Without round-off errors,
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Tnorm(y(l)) = [1, 3), .orm(y(2 )) = [4, 9), and in general, ,,norm(y(m)) = [1- 3 - m, 12). Thus,

for this string, ,nor,(y(m)) continues to straddle the point ½ and no binary digits are emitted

by the encoder. Because arithmetic is performed with only M binary digits of accuracy, the

left and right ends of these intervals must each be multiples of 2
-M and also must get close

to ½. For example, if the rounded off version of lnorm(y(m-l)) is [½ - 2
- M , ½ + 2 -M), then

no binary digit can be emitted, and since the length of Z,,nom(y(m-1)) is equal to 2 - 2
- M, it is

impossible to split the interval into three distinct intervals to account for all possibilities of y,.

We will prevent this problem by changing the endpoints of certain intervals. The first revision

is applicable for source intervals Inorm(y(")) that straddle the point 1 and have the property

that the left endpoint is close to ½. To facilitate renormalization, we move the left endpoint of

this interval to 1. This also allows a binary digit to be emitted. Let L be the largest integer

for which 2 -L > max (6.2M 2=-M ). We replace (21) with the following:

If I - 2 -L < fno,m(y(-)) + fi(Ym) . po,,rm(y(m - l )) < ½

and fnorm(y(m- 1)) + fi(ym + 1) pnorm(y(m-l)) > 2½

then fnorm(Y(m)) = 2 (25)

else fnorm(y ( m )) = fnorm(y( - l )) + fl(ym) Pnorm(Y (m - l )) (26)

Since we are interested in producing a one-to-one onto mapping from the set of source sequences

to the set of binary sequences, we must compensate for the truncation of any source string

interval I,orm(Z(n)). Here, we lengthen the interval of the string lexicographically preceding

z(n) by relocating the right endpoint for that string's interval to 2. We bring this about by

changing (22) to:

If 1 - 2L fnorm(y(-1)) fl(Ym + 1) Pno(y (m - l ) ) < 12 m

and fnorm(Y(m-l)) + fi(Ym + 2) . pnor,(y(m-l)) > 12

then eno,( ( m ) ) = (27)

else enorm(y(m )) = fnorm(Y( - l ))+ fi(ym + 1) Pnorm(y (m - ) ) (28)



Note that if the first condition above is satisfied, then ym + 2 < K. Figure 5 illustrates the

alterations. We selected L to ensure that the smallest interval that can straddle the point ½ has

(a) c.(s)- - - - - - .- - -- - -- )- --

2 I

1 2 -L 1

2 21 51

Figure 5 illustrates the modification of adjoining intervals I(s) and (atrary) when
T(c) is an interval which straddles the point 2 and has its left endpoint between
2 - 2 -L and 1½ The left endpoint of I(s) is arbitrary.
2 2

length at least 6'2-M to guarantee that the next source symbol to enter the encoder will receive a
Pmni.

non-zero interval size without any unusual round-off rules. When we discuss the inner coder, it

will become clear why we also insist on having 2 -L > 2-c .2. As a result of the modifications
- 2 -7=ma. As a result of the modifications

to (21) and (22), the binary output does not consist of digits that are equiprobably 0 or 1;

however, for large M, it is fairly accurate to model the binary sequence in this way.

The above modifications are but one of many possible ways to handle the rarely occurring

problem of normalized intervals that continue to straddle the point ½. The only requirement

in treating this issue is that the mapping from source sequences to binary sequences must be

one-to-one onto.

We observe that when source string intervals are straddling the interval [½ - 2- L, , we

experience some bounded delay in emitting binary digits and renormalizing. In all of the

implementation schemes described in Langdon (1984), the binary output corresponding to y(m)

is an approximation to the binary representation of f(y(m)) and hence, binary digits are emitted

more frequently than in the scheme we have described above. However, since the point x(y)

can appear anywhere in the interval [f(y(m)), f(y(m)) + p(y(m))), there is often a carry-over
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problem resulting from the fact that several of the digits in the binary representation of f(y(m))

may differ from the corresponding digits associated with f(y(m+l)); in this scenario, it is either

necessary to go back and correct the output or to insert bits in appropriate parts of the output

to ensure that the carry-over problem does not affect the output ahead of the stuffed bits.

In Appendix II, we demonstrate that the outer encoder generates binary digits with a

redundancy that decreases exponentially in M. This result holds for sources with memory also.

We next consider the outer decoder. The decoder decodes one source symbol at a time

and maintains both a queue of incoming binary digits and a replica of the encoder. Initially,

m = 1 and the queue is empty. The decoder, in attempting to decode y,, uses the same rules

as the encoder to calculate f,,orm(y(m)) and pn,,orm(y()) for all choices of ym given y(m-l). As

new binary digits enter the queue, we can consider the queued letters as a normalized binary

fraction of j significant bits, where j is the queue length. The decoder continues to read in

binary digits one by one until the interval corresponding to this fraction lies within one of the

K normalized intervals calculated above; at that point, the decoder decodes y,, enters ym into

the replica encoder, deletes the binary digits which give no further information about the rest

of the source sequence from the front of the queue (i.e., it will delete Llog 2(p1 -)J bits), and

renormalizes fnorm and Pnor,, by the encoder rules. It then increments m and repeats the above

procedure.

We note that when ym enters the encoder, the interval end points are calculated to M binary

digits of accuracy. Therefore, after the encoder emits M binary digits, the resulting interval

must have size 2
-M and thus y, is decodable at this point, if not before. Hence, decoding

always occurs with at most M binary digits in the queue. Therefore, by increasing M, we trade

off smaller maximum delays between encoding and decoding for additional efficiency in terms

of smaller round-off errors.

We now turn to the inner arithmetic coder which maps strings of binary digits into strings

of channel letters. This coder functions independently of the outer coder. As we mentioned

earlier, Guazzo associated a probability 2-C ci with each channel letter i and then mapped

channel strings into subintervals of the unit interval in exactly the same way that source strings

are mapped into subintervals, except that the set of channel letter probabilities are used in-

stead of the set of source letter probabilites. We can again capitalize on that idea here. We
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saw that the outer coder created a one-to-one onto mapping of source sequences to binary se-

quences. For the inner coder, we need a one-to-one onto mapping between binary sequences and

channel sequences. We can use the technique employed by the outer coder to produce a one-

to-one onto mapping of channel sequences to binary sequences by using the set of probabilities

{ 2 -CC0 ,..., 2 -CCN - } instead of {po, . . ., pK-j}. Since the inner encoder maps arbitrary binary

strings into strings of channel letters, its analogue in the outer coder is the outer decoder, which

maps binary strings into strings of source symbols. The one-to-one onto nature of the encoding

guarantees that the mapping of any binary string into a string of source symbols or channel

letters is well-defined and that the inverse mapping will lead back to the original binary string.

Similarly, by referring to Figure 4, we see that the counterpart of the inner decoder in the outer

coder is the outer encoder. This duality between the inner and outer coders is the reason that

we had selected L to satisfy 2
- L > max ( 6 .2-M 6 '2-m )

-- ( PrPmni ' 2'Cma~ '

FINITE-STATE CHANNELS

We now generalize the preceding analysis and implementation to handle finite-state channels.

A finite-state channel with finite alphabet {O0,...,N - 1} and set of states {O,...,R - 1} is

defined by specifying

1. for each pair (s, j), 0 < s < R - 1, 0 < j < N - 1, the cost c ,,j E [0, oo] of transmitting

j when the state is s

2. the state S[is, j] after channel letter j is transmitted, given that the state of the channel

is s prior to transmission.

The second rule inductively specifies the final state after an arbitrary channel string z(n) is

transmitted from initial state so, and we denote this state by S[so, z(')]. As before, we assume

a discrete memoryless source.

Let Z* denote the set of all strings of channel letters. We say that z(') E Z* is an element

of Z* if the cost of transmitting z(n) is finite given that the channel is in state s inunediately

before the first letter of z(n) is transmitted.

Let c* = minj cs,j . We allow the possibility of c* = 0 for some state s, but assume that for

every state s and every channel string z(n) E Z* with n > R, the cost of transmitting z(n) is

14



strictly positive.

We say that a finite-state channel is irreducible if for each pair of states s and s', there is

a string z(') E Z* for which z(n) drives the channel to state s' given that the channel was in

state s prior to the transmission of the first letter of z(n); i.e., Si[s, z(n)] = S'. All finite-state

channels that we will discuss are assumed to be irreducible.

We let Zs,(s) = {channel letters j: S[s,j] = s'} and for w > 1 we let A(w) denote the

R x R matrix A(w) = [aS,d (w)] where a,s, (w) = EjEz, (s) w-cd .i To include w = 1, we use the

convention that 1-00 = 0. Shannon (1948) and Csiszar (1969) showed that there is a unique

real number w0 > 1 for which the greatest positive eigenvalue of A(wo) equals one; furthermore,

if C = log 2 w0, then the infimum, over all source coding techniques, of the expected cost per

source symbol is equal to Hi. For this reason, we again refer to C as the capacity of the channel.

We assume that both the encoder and decoder know the initial state of the channel. For

any channel string z(n) and any state s, let c(s, z(n)), S[s, Z()] , JS(z(")) and l(s, z(n)) denote

the cost of transmitting z(n), the state of the channel after transmitting z(n), the subinterval

corresponding to z(n), and the length of this subinterval, respectively, given the channel is in

state s immediately before transmission begins.

Let A = [as,,,] = A(wo). Since A is a non-negative irreducible matrix with largest real

eigenvalue equal to one, the Frobenius theorem implies that there exists a positive vector

( VO

VR-1

for which

v = Av. (29)

In other words, for all s C {0,..., R - 1}, we have

R-1 R-1

as,s,v- = VsWo c 'j = va. (30)
8' =0 s=o jEZ ,(s)

The normalization of v is not important since we will be using the ratios of components of v.
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We set up a mapping h from the Cartesian product of channel strings and channel states

to subintervals of the unit interval as follows: if the channel is in state so before transmission

begins, then for any channel letter i and state s, we let

hl(s, i) = [;, --1 Woc (31)

h(i) = hi(so,i) (32)

For m > 1, given z(m), we define

h(z(m)) = h(z(m-l)) + hl(S[so, z(m-l)], Zm) Wo-c(so'z(m-)) (33)

Todd et. al. (1983) pointed out that it is appropriate and consistent to map each each channel

string z(m) into the subinterval

Jo(z(m)) = [h(z(m)), h(z(m)) + Vst'z(i)] wo-c(sO' z(m)) (34)

Note that the mapping formed by equations (31) to (34) reduces to the mapping defined by

equations (4) to (6) in the special case of a memoryless cost channel. Since the length of

so(z(m)) is vS[-o0 ,(m)i ] wo-c(soz(m)) -n 
1m S[ z si_,] Wo-Cilzi, where si is defined inductivelyv80 - I-- 1 1i_

by si = S[si_l, zi], we see that when the channel is in state s, we can associate each channel

letter j with a probability " WoC" j and a next state S[s, j].

The encoding of source sequence y follows the same procedure we used earlier given a

memoryless cost channel; namely, if I(y(m)) is contained in J, 0(z("')) for some channel string

z(n) E Zo0 , then the encoder can emit z(") as the first n letters of z. We observe that if z(n) ~f Z0,

then c(so, Z(n)) = oo and l(so, Z(n)) = O. We extend the same techniques and notation we used

previously to analyze the performance of this scheme. Using the length of J, (z(")), we revise

(7) and (8) to:

p(y(m(n))) < VS[n.o(n)j 2-c'.(1o0,(n)) (35)

C(So, z(n)) < I(y(m(n))) + l1og 2 S[)) (36)
C 16 
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(9) and (10) remain valid. Modifying equation (11) to account for the length of J, (z(n)) yields

E[log2 (D(x))] = -C c(so, z()) - log2(2e Vs0 ), (37)
VS[SO,Z(,)]

and so
1 1 v

C(so, Z()) Ž> E[I(y(m(n)-l) I z(n))] _ log 2(2e 0 (38)
CG C 7 v$[soz(.) ]

(38) and (13) imply that

c(so, Z(n)) > cE[I(y(m(n)) I z(n))]- C log2 ( 2evo
C C PminV $ [so ,z(')]0

> c E[I(y(m((n)) ]- _1og 2(2ev*) (39)

where

v* = max i. (40)
i,j{o,...,R-1} vj

From (39) and (36), we have that the encoder generates cost, on the average, with the ideal

of g per source symbol; as with the special case of memoryless cost channels, we note that

there is a slight deficit in the cost of each code string that is produced and that this deficiency

becomes increasingly insignificant as we average over longer and longer source strings.

To analyze the delay between the generation of channel letters at the decoder and the

generation of decoded source symbols, we exploit the same ideas and notation that we used

earlier in studying memoryless cost channels. Using the length of J, 0 (z(n(m)-1)) and letting

cmax = max 8c,j<oo cs,j, a very similar derivation to those above imply that (15) is revised to

C1 1 2/sr n-m)-1f 2e \
E[c(so, z(n(m))) I y(m)] < I((m)) log2 (s[o, zm- l 2e) (41)

Combining (41) and (39), we find that the extended source sequence y(m') required to

produce Z(n(m)) satisfies (from (39))

1 , ~ n~m) l1 2ev.,C(So, Z((m))) > -E[I(y(m ) | Z( (m)))]- 1 (4og2 i)2)
cEIso, Zzn"m))) 1 C1 log2 PminVS[s[o,z(-(m)) 42)
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Taking the expected value of both sides of (42) over Z(n(m)), we find that

E[I(y(m') I y(m))]- I(y(m)) < log2 (43)

Therefore, a bound on the number of letters m' - m is

1°g2 ( .C4e2v*
E[m' - m I y(m)] log2 ( p cc (44)

In Appendix I, we modify this analysis to produce an upper bound on the moment generating

function for the delay distribution and derive the same bound on the tail of the distribution

that we mentioned before for the special case of memoryless cost channels.

Implementation

We now return to the implementation scheme we discussed earlier under the assumption that

arithmetic is being performed using binary fixed point arithmetic with M binary digits of

accuracy. We recall the two part arithmetic coder illustrated by Figure 4. The outer coder

remains unchanged and the inner coder again functions independently of the outer coder. There

are a few revisions needed to the earlier description of the inner coder. Instead of producing a

bijective mapping of channel sequences into binary sequences, we will create a one-to-one onto

mapping of a subset T of channel sequences to the set of binary sequences. Here T = {z

z®() E Z*0 for all n}; i.e., T is the set of channel sequences whose initial strings all have finite

cost of transmission.

As we saw earlier, when the channel is in state s, we associate each channel letter j with

a probability vS[s,] 2 -CC, 3J and a next state S[s, j]. By updating the state after each channelVS

letter is read in and using the appropriate set of channel letter probabilities at each step in

the encoding process, the mapping of channel strings into subintervals of the unit interval is

essentially the same procedure as the mapping of source strings into subintervals. We can

again take advantage of that idea here. We saw that the outer coder created a one-to-one onto

mapping of source strings into subintervals. We can modify the outer encoder algorithm to

obtain a mapping from T to the set of binary sequences as follows. If the channel is currently in
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state s, use the set of probabilities {(Vsc]jl 2 -Cc,,j j E {O,..., N - 1}} instead of {po,. . , PK-i}

and if the input is channel letter i, update the state of the channel to S[s, i] in order to calculate

the next set of channel letter probabilities. The reason why this creates a one-to-one onto

mapping from T to the set of binary sequences is that any channel sequence is not in T if and

only if it has an initial string corresponding to a subinterval of length zero. The comments

made earlier pertaining to the duality between the inner and outer coder given a memoryless

cost channel are also applicable here.

Finally, we note that there are no new complications in dealing with sources with memory

or adaptive sources. In this case, the encoder and the replica of the encoder at the decoder use

P(Ym I y(m-1 )) in place of P[ym]. The source is modeled such that a Pmin > 0 and a Pma, < 1

exist for which none of these probabilities are contained in the open intervals (0, mi,) and

(Pmaz, 1).

CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated that when arithmetic calculations can be accomplished with infinite pre-

cision, arithmetic coding encodes exactly at the entropy rate with a delay whose expected value

is bounded for a very large class of sources and channels. We have also provided and discussed

a simple implementation scheme that focuses on delay under the more realistic assumption that

arithmetic is performed using binary fixed point arithmetic with a finite number of degrees of

accuracy.
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Appendix I

Memoryless Cost Channels

We maintain the notation developed earlier. Since ex is a monotonically increasing function of

x, inequality (9) implies that

E[et-I(y(m(")-l)) l z(n)] < E[e-tl°g2(D(x)) I z(n)], t > 0. (45)

Since D(x) is uniformly distributed between 0 and ½ · 2 -C '[cost of z(,)], we have that

¢t[c.~(r("))+l]0 < t < log, 2
E[e-t'l°g2(D(x)) I z(n)] 1-t-log2 e (46)

00, t > log, 2
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We also note that

et.I(ym(,) <_ e " 2 (Pmn ) for all t > 0 and Ym(n). (47)

Combining (45), (46) and (47), we see that

E[et.I(y(m(c"))) z(,) ] I e<lcc((()))g2( mjn) 0<t 1o 2(~El~e I Z( ~e :t~i 0 og< t < log (48)
00oo, t > loge 2

We can use a very similar argument to bound the moment generating function of the delay

between the generation of channel letters at the decoder and the generation of decoded source

symbols. The counterpart of the incorporation of (46) into (45) is

et[lI((m))+l] 0 < t < loge 2
E [et[C'("(')-I))] I Y(M)] < (49)

00, t > loge 2

The analogue of (47) is

et[C'c(zn(m))] < et[ c c " *a] for all t > 0 and Zn,(m). (50)

(49) and (50) imply

E[et[Cc(z(()))] I (m)] < t I(y-(m))1.o , 0 < t < log, 2(E le•1-t"lo 2 e 0tlg2(51)
oo, t > log, 2

Rewriting (48) in terms of m' and n(m) gives

~E[et't(Y( )) I~ z(, et[Cc("(n()))] _.10 52( .aE [etl(~Ym)) | Z(n(m))] •< 1 . 0 g< t t<log 2 (52)

00, t > log e 2

From (51) and (52), we see that for any given y(m), the moment generating function of the
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self-information of y(m ) satisfies

t.log 2 4

E[et[i(y(m ) y()) _ I(y(m))]] < (_t.log e)2 0 < t < loge 2 (53)

00, t > log e 2

We remarked earlier that

(m' - m). log2 < I(y ( ') m)) - I(y(m)) (54)

These last two inequalities, combined with a change of variables, imply that

t( ( Pmin2-C cma

1I ) (55E[et(mm-)9] ~ ( og -a' ~ 0 < t < loge (p-a-) (55)

1 °°, t > loge (P )

The Chernoff bound for non-negative random variables is

P(Z > k) < E[etZ] . e-tk for all t > 0. (56)

Using the Chernoff bound of the distribution of decoding delay gives

og2 4 .2Ccma,)
t( - k)

e -2 Pma
P(m - m > k) < min 2 (57)

[OoPma. log, Pmaa'

r,12(Pia2-Ucma _ 2_____
It is straightforward to show that for k > log + (io- ;)the minimum of the

log,, ( 1_..z___] 

right hand side of (57) occurs at

t =loge ( 1) lg 2 (58)

lo0g ( .. ))
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which corresponds to the bound

P(m' - m > k) < p . o 2-cma k ) l og- ( 2 Ccin .)) 2- (59)

Hence, there exists KC such that for all nonnegative integers k,

P(m -m > k) < K k2· p, (60)

and this indicates that the tail of the distribution is approaching zero at least exponentially.

Finite-State Channels

We generalize the above techniques and notation to handle finite-state channels. (45), (47),

(50), and (54) remain valid. Recall that the length of J 0o(z(n)) is is[8Q'Z()l] 2 -C.c(soz()). We

then revise (46) and (48) to

t-lOg2 (j VJO 2C c(','.(n))+1

E[e-t'log2(D(-)) I Z(n)] = , e ~t,0,~( )lEe t log2(D(x)) I -= I e (S[JO 't.og 2e , 0 < t < log, 2 (61)

00, t > loge 2

and

t-19l2 V s2.so,x(n)] 2),(0og t p0

E[etI(Y("') z()] < i -t log( e , 0 < t < log, 2 (62)

00, t > log, 2

respectively. Likewise, the generalization of (49) is

E (et (C C(3(n(m))( )) o 2 (m) , e + 0 < t < log 2
E y ® < i -t'iOg2e (63)

00, t > loge 2
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Using (63) and (50), we revise (51) to

Ele[C ()]y()] 1-t.lo 2 e 0 t < log, 2 (64)

00, t > log, 2

If we rewrite (62) in terms of m' and n(m), we find that

E[et.'(Y( )) I [s"(())] ' et1o°g2(" ) 0 < t < log,2 (65)

oo, t > log, 2

(64) and (65) imply that for any given y(m), the moment generating function of the self-

information of y(m') satisfies

e mi 2 -- in Ccmao

E [et[I(Y( ) 0(m)) _ I(y())] -t< |0 < t < log 2 (66)

oo, t > loge 2

By comparing (66) to (53), we see that we can generalize (55), (57), (58) and (59), by re-

placing 4p. 21 cm 2 everywhere, including the condition on k, with p 2 * Clearly, for

appropriate K, (60) remains valid.

Appendix II

The notation developed earlier is retained. For this analysis, we assume that arithmetic calcula-

tions are performed with accuracy to M binary digits and with nearest point round-off. Recall

that norm(y(n)) is the interval after the nth symbol is read in, the special round-off rules for

endpoints in the interval [2 - 2
-L, ½) are applied, and renormalization has taken place. We let

±(y(n)) denote the interval after the nth letter is inputted and the special round-off rules are

executed, but before renormalization. Then

log 2 ( Io(Y((n)))=l ) ) number of binary digits emitted from the encoder at time n.
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If we define Q[y(,)] = I (Y(l)) then Q[y(n)] is the shrinkage factor corresponding to y,

and is therefore a probability on {yn} for any given y(n-l). We have

m I(y(n))l _norm(Y( y))j
-log 2 Q[y()] = E- log12 I (n)( ) · Inm(Y(n-1))1

n=1 n=l l-norm(Y)l nmy -

- - log2 Inorm(Y(m))l + Total number of bits out of the encoder by time m (67)

We have that

ITnorm(y(m))l > 2- L (68)

for all m and y(m) because the right endpoint of nZ,orm(y(m))l is greater that ½ and the left

endpoint of Z(y(m)) )cannot lie in [ - 2 -L ) since the special round-offrrule would then eliminate

straddling. Hence,

lim En= - log 2 Q [y(n)] lim Total number of bits emitted after processing y(m)
m-0too m t oo00 m

(69)

Lemma 1 For all m and y(m), if binary digits are emitted at time m, then

I|norm(y(m))i > [Pmin - 2 2L- M ] (70)
2

Proof: We use induction. As basis, for m = 0, Inorm(y(m))l = 1. Now assume the lemma

is true for m - 1 and establish it for m. Assume that binary digits are emitted at time m,

so that Z(y(m)) doesn't straddle 1. Let 1 + z be the midpoint of the smallest binary interval

containing I(y(m)). Then 2 + z E f(y(m)) C Inorm(Y(m-l)). Since ½ E Znorm(y(m-
1 )),

ITnorm(Y(m- 1))l > ZI. -

Case 1: The special round-off rule doesn't move the left endpoint of t(y(m)). Then

1I(y(m))l > IZnorm(Y(m- 1 ))l (min- 2
- M) -2- M

since we use nearest endpoint round-off to calculate both endpoints of t(y(m)).

> Inorm(y(m-1)) *pmin - 2 . 2 -M, since ITnorm (y(m-1))l < 1

I= norm(Y(m )) (Pmin - (y(2-M
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> IZnorm(Y(m- 1 )) ·* [Pmi, - 2 2 L-M], since Inor,(y(m-1))I > 2- L

> Iz · [Pmi,, - 2.2L- M].

Case 2: The special round-off rule moves the left endpoint of 1 (y(m)). Then

I(y(-))l > Izl > IzI [pmi, -2 2.2L-M].

In both cases, the size of the smallest binary interval containing ±(y("n)) is upper bounded

by 21zl. Hence,

1 1
Inorm(y()) > II(y(m))l > [pmin - 2 . 2 L-M] 

21z1 -2

If we denote the probability of the nth symbol in the source sequence by P[yn], then, from

(69), the redundancy of the encoder is

R = lim E (m E log 2 Qy(n)] )) (71)

where the expectation is over all source sequences y.

Let yy denote the source string {Yk, Y+l, Yl} for I > k. Suppose we parse our source

sequence y into {ysi Yi+l1 , yi2+1 ... } where il, i 2, 3,.. · are the (random) times at which binary

digits come out of the encoder. Define

R E log 2 (72)
n=ik+l

where the expectation is over all source sequences y which have y(ik) as a prefix. We will

establish an upper bound R on Rk that is independent of y(ik) ; from (71) and (72), it is clear

that R < R. Let To = Inorm(y(ik)); from Lemma 1, Iol > [pin - 2 2L-M]. Let yl, Y2, . . . be

the values of Yik+l, Yik+2,... that cause straddling and let Pl, P2,... be the probabilites of these

letters, respectively (these letters and probabilities are functions of y(ik)). Let I1, 12, ... be

the corresponding intervals.
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Lemma 2 For O < I < ik+l - ik,

2.2_M
IZEll > IZol Hm P (73)

j=1

Proof: Since no renormalization occurs after symbols Yik+l,..., Yik+l are processed, we see

that

Iz1l > fIT-l*'(p;-2-M ) - 2-M

_> Iz-l|*p - 2.2 - M

> ...
> [I;-f * Ppl_ - 2 . 2-M].p. - 2.2- M

> Ž Iol * pp2 . p - 2.2-M[1 + p + plpll + ]

2. 2- M

Ž l PJ - since p' <_ Pmax for all j. C1
j=1

Now let L = ik+l - i. Then P(- >Ž 1) = 'P' P 1 assuming that the special round-off

rule doesn't force renormalization before 1. Let l be the maximum value of L for a given

Tnorm(y(ik)). Then

-' PlP...P;-1 Ey1 k+l (09 2 (74)Ik=P1 P 2'Pl-1lYik + lo( g2( Q [y(ik), yl, I l- _1, Yik+l] ) )

The quantity in brackets, conditional on y(ik+l-1), is simply a divergence.

Lemma 3 For arbitrary probability assignments {pi} and {qi}, if e; = pi-qi for i = 1,.. ., K,

then

pilog - < 2( i I )
i=1 i=12

Proof: We have

, Pilog,(p) = pi log,( i )
i=l k, qi i=1 Pi - ei

K

= E-pi loge (1- p)
7i=
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K oo A

1A Pi A : PE j
i=1 n=l

K oo ( )

= -£ Pii- since 1E Ej = 
i=1 n=2

. i=l 2p ( Pi+
K 2

Ei

Pi

floK*Ij~l -p 122-M (77)K log2 e

22M. (hot . p-P - .__m) 2 (p-- ) (78)Now consider the terms in (74) with b < fo . In these cases, the special round-off rules are

not in effect. Let {qir be given by q Q[y(ik), ,...,yi]. Then

q.IZ11- > Izl-. (pi -- M ) - 2-M > piIZ-1 - 2.2-M (75)

< iz,-t. (pi + 2-M )+ 2- M < pi. IZ-11 + 2 .2- M (76)

Hence, ¢i] -· Zl_11 < 2.2- M. Using (73),

2.2 - M

$T 1 2.2-"· j=i pj 1 --p ,-

Also, from (68), Ifil < 2'2-M < 2-2-M 22 - M

-- q'7 ---- = 2- . Therefore,

Ey,~+, (log2 ( Q[y(ik), y1 Yj+l1_l, Yik+l]))

2K 109 2 e (78)
l p 2-M )2 ' (pin - 2.2L-M)

Next, we examine the term in (74) with I = 1,. Let 1*(y(")) denote the interval af-

ter the nt h letter is read in, but before the special round-off rule is applied. If we define

R[y(n ) ] = *(Y(1))I then R[y(n)] is a probability that represents the shrinkage factor
znorrn(Y(n--))l'

corresponding to yn before the execution of the special round-off rule. Let {ri} be given by
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ri = R[y(ik), y,...,Yll,i]. Then

EYik+ (1g2 (Qy(i), yl, ik+ )) = (log 2 e)'iPi logl())

- (log2 e) pi loge r/ + Zpi og (79)

We saw earlier that

~pilog Pi< (80)
i 2 2M' *Ol ti=1

1 Pi_ 1 -P2,) (Pmin - 2 2 L- M)

Combining (74), and (78) to (80), we have that

Rk < Rk,1 + Rk,2 (81)

where
R Ik S ' ' P-*1* Pl' 2K log2 e

-Rk,i-' (2 M IZ 0 l-i ' (82)
1=1 (2 M ITol -1 - (Pin 2 2L-M

and

Rk,2 = 1 **.. PI - 1 Pi log2 (83)

We first bound Rk,1. Let t = p og2 e -Then

2~i-.2-, 2
l=l ( 2 I*I-1 ,·1 1lol r1i-=1 Pi' 1/-p ,/

ITOo( A f H i 1Pi 2) -'. (1 + = + i-P P 1--p

<+2-M IJ-1 2 2 I -1 -1

<2.2 ('-1 1- .2 -- - (' . _ -1 a,2
-nt, · n Is-1 , 2.2-M* i2l Pi - 1=1

( -o{ ri=1l I 11 P i--, i= i -pma ))
< 2-l 1n ,-1 ,-P2ax



2'2-r · a 

O~ 2 ·2-M f 17_ ~ r~l-__ 11< {--+ 1-Pm * Ct2 2-M 2 since Pi < Pmaa(84)
\ 1I; I HIyll122-2-M (1 i -- Pmax

The reasoning in Lemma 2 can be extended to show that for 0 < I < ik+l - ik,

lIzl < Izol P1.. 1 + 2.2 (85)
-- Pmax

(85) and (68) imply that

1s-1 2.2-M 4. 2- M 4. 2- M

Tob AI -Pi > ]1,-_11 - > 2 -L - (86)
Oi1 1 --Pmax 1 Pmax -Pmaxi=1 l-~maL

Substituting (86) and the value of a into (84) and letting 2 = 2 2 L - M , we find that

Rk,j < Klog2 e 7 (1-Pmaz-7) 2 -M (87)

iol I . (pni - ) (1 - Pmar - 27) (

We now consider Rk,2. To evaluate K Pi log (:i) , we note that the special round-off rule

changes the lengths of either zero or two intervals. If the special round-off rule does not alter

the length of any interval, then ri = qi for all i and =l Pilog2 (i) = 0. Otherwise, there is

some j for which

l ( qi= pjlog 2 (qj+ pj+110g 2 j+l

By referring to figure 5, it is clear that rj + rj+l = qj + qj+l; hence, for some non-negative x,

qj = rj + x and qj+l = rj+l - x. We are therefore interested in bounding

E pi 2 ri log = pi 2 g ) + pj+I log2 ) < pj+ log2 ) (88)
i=lqi rj + : rj+l - rj+l-- 

(75) provides an upper bound on pj+l - rj+l. If we incorporate this bound into (88), we see

that
K / /2- r +

i=1 ±i )l+i. )l g (rj+l -
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By taking partial derivatives of the above expression with respect to x and rj+l, we can demon-

strate that the right-hand side of (89) is maximized when x takes on its largest possible value

and rj+l - x assumes its smallest possible value. Hence, K log2 i) is maximized when

the left and right endpoints of l*(y(ik), y · ., Y- 1 , +1) are -2 - and +1 +2 - M , respectively;

i.e., when

-= 21 1X (90)

and rj+ = (2 L + 2 -M)' (91)

Hence,

log r 2 2 2-M (92)Pi 102 - < 3 - log 2 +1 +- * ' - (92)

and so (86), (75) and (68) imply that

fl--/j' ( 1 2 ( 122M ( 1 2M
Rk,2 < 3 i=l Pi 1 + 7 )23 1 ) log2 (1 -

(93)

If we combine the results of (87) and (93) and maximize over lIol in the range
Pmin-Y = p 2nin-22L-M <Io 1, we find that the maximum is achieved at IZol = Pmin-Y~2 2 2

and therefore

R, < < 2K log 2 e 7y (1-pma, - 7y) 2 -M
-k _ __ < 2 2

(Pmin - 7)2 (1- Pma- r - 27)2

+ ( l a,)' (3±· )log 2 (1 + - · 2 -M (94)
Pmin- -Y 1-Pmaa~ ? 

In theory, it is possible to minimize the bound in (94) or an approximation of it over -y between

4. 2- M and min (Pmin, - ) in order to find an appropriate value of 2- L . For 2
- L - 6'2-M

Pmin

i.e., for ? P = in, we have that

R< ,3(1 --Pmax-Pin - 9 3 2 6\ M
2Pmin(1-Pmax - ~ ' Pmin) Pmin 1- PmaaPin

(95)
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We have demonstrated that there is some constant T for which R T . 2
- M . Hence,

R < < T.2- M.

In the case of other round-off rules in which numbers are rounded to within 2
- M of their value,

the above analysis holds with minor modifications in the calculation of constants.

We conclude by noting that this analysis does not rely upon the fact that the source is

memoryless. It can be utilized for any source which is modeled so that no letter probability is

contained in the open intervals (O, Pmin) and (pma,,, 1) for some pmin > 0 and Pma < 1.
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